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Abstract. Solid-state atomic-sized color centers in wide-band-gap semiconductors, such as diamond, silicon
carbide, and hexagonal boron nitride, are important platforms for quantum technologies, specifically for
single-photon sources and quantum sensing. One of the emerging applications of these quantum emitters
is subdiffraction imaging. This capability is provided by the specific photophysical properties of color
centers, such as high dipole moments, photostability, and a variety of spectral ranges of the emitters with
associated optical and microwave control of their quantum states. We review applications of color centers in
traditional super-resolution microscopy and quantum imaging methods, and compare relative performance.
The current state and perspectives of their applications in biomedical, chemistry, and material science
imaging are outlined.
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1 Introduction
The resolution of common fluorescence microscopes (wide-
field or confocal microscopes) is limited by the diffraction of
light, known as the Abbe limit. The attainable resolution is
given by the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the point
spread function (PSF) of the beam at the focus of the objective.
A high numerical aperture (NA ¼ 1.4) objective with visible
light (λ ¼ 532 nm) can theoretically reach a resolution of
d ≈ λ∕ð2 ffiffiffi

2
p

× NAÞ ∼ 134 nm and d ≈ λ∕ð2 × NAÞ ∼ 190 nm
for the confocal and wide field, respectively, whereas the exper-
imental resolution is generally in the range of ∼200 to 250 nm
due to the sample optical properties and beam imperfections.
Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy (SRM) permits us
to beat the diffraction limit, and it obtains images with a higher
resolution, from 100 nm to as low as 20 nm or, in some cases,
even lower, with few nanometer localization in some cases. This
is a resolution/localization possible only by electron scanning
probe microscopes. SRM’s impact in life science, chemical,

and physical sciences has been recognized by the Nobel Prize
for Chemistry in 2014,1 and it has revolutionized many areas of
cellular microscopy2 and even virology.3,4

Current SRM methods have resolved many problems in im-
aging using high localization molecules, with the opportunity to
reach a very high resolution in principle. In general, they can
provide high spatial localization and resolution with, however,
limited applicability in tracking real-time biological processes
with the required speed. In addition, the application of the cur-
rently achieved ultimate resolution in some of the SRMmethods
to specific biological samples, with associated high localization
and the required sensitivity, is a prerequisite that is not yet fully
achieved.

The current outstanding limitations in a few SRM ap-
proaches are

• the size of the fluorescent probes and their fluorescent
properties;

• the use of near-ultraviolet excitation which is responsible
for DNA damage and higher imaging background, reducing
applicability for extended imaging time and tracking;

• the photobleaching of the fluorescent tags, which limits the
duration of observation;
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• the extended acquisition or scanning time needed to
achieve the highest resolution, which limits the imaging speed
and applicability for in vivo imaging and tracking;

• lack of achievement of in-depth imaging with the same
high in-plane resolution.

Among these limitations, the type and size of the fluorescent
tags are extremely important to directly access the subdiffraction
biological components and features of interest, achieve the de-
sired resolution in the cells’ environment, follow internal bio-
logical mechanisms in cells, and track cellular processes at
specific locations. The quest for ideal SRM tags is to have
probes that introduce as few as possible artifacts in imaging
and have limited interaction with the sample functionalities.
They must possess photophysical properties fulfilling the re-
quirements of the SRM principles. They should not photo-
bleach. Furthermore, depending on the process that needs to
be imaged, the fluorophores with distinct fluorescence proper-
ties are sought after first and foremost, for their brightness, fluo-
rescence lifetime, photostability, emission wavelength, and, as
in some cases, photoswitching capabilities. While these proper-
ties are essential for advancing the application of SRM to bio-
logical samples, they are also important for applications in
imaging in material science, chemistry, and physics. Other
emerging applications of SRM, where in particular color centers
(CCs) in diamond have also been utilized, are optical data stor-
age,5,6 imaging of current flow at the nanoscale as an example in
two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as graphene,7 and using
quantum magnetometry to study magnetic optical effects in
solid state.8 Many fluorescent nanoprobes are now available
for SRM, and, more recently, solid-state probes based on nano-
particles (NPs) have been investigated for these applications9 in
virtue of their high brightness, high photostability, and unique
optical-switching properties in addition to other physical and
chemical functionalities. CCs in wide-bandgap semiconductors,
in particular, have emerged as potential atomic size probes
(which is an ultimate quest), due to their extreme photostability,
lack of bleaching also in the presence of high laser power den-
sity, high dipole moment, generally long optical transition life-
time, and available long life metastable (MS) state. In addition,
CCs can exist in various charge states, and photoswitching
between them can be achieved using different laser excitation
wavelengths. Finally, most of the CCs have a nonzero electron
spin, which can be read out optically and can serve as a probe of
the local magnetic and electric field, as well as of local strain.
Fluorescence modulation of CCs can be achieved by nonspin
preserving transitions into the MS state, inducing spin polariza-
tion of a degenerate ground state (GS). The manipulation of
the spin properties using the additional microwave or radiofre-
quency excitations can also provide an extra-nonlinear optical
response to be used in super-resolution approaches. The most
notable material hosting CCs is diamond, with a large variety
of emitters mostly studied in bulk diamond,10,11 and, specifically,
the most studied is the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center.12

Diamonds and nanodiamonds (NDs) are currently widely
studied nanoprobes due to their biocompatibility and low
phototoxicity in various medicine applications.13 Diamond has
been recently followed by silicon carbide (SiC)14,15 with the
carbon antisite vacancy pair (CAV),16,17 divacancy (DV),18,19 and
interface defects.20 SiC and its nanostructures have also been
studied as biological nanosensors, nanocarriers, and biomedical
applications.21–23 Other wide-bandgap materials, such as 2D

hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), which have driven the attention
in photonics and single-photon (SP) emission,24,25 have also
shown applicability to conventional super-resolution methods26

due to a variety of functionalization options and low cells
toxicity,27,28 albeit only a few studies are available today. We will
briefly assess the current state of the art of these three materials’
CCs for their performance in SRM. While the diamond NV
center has been the first to be used for SRM for more than
10 years,29 proving to be a robust system to push the limit of
the present SRM methods accuracy, its applicability as fluores-
cent probes even in traditional SRM methods is still limited.
This is due to the current limitation of CCs embedded in NPs,
with relatively large size, which has currently limited applica-
tion in traditional SRM.9 However, some of the best resolutions
achieved, biocompatibility and photostability for biological
in vitro and living samples imaging, are associated as an exam-
ple to NDs.30 The only limitation is the lack of availability of
highly performing CCs photophysical and spin properties in
single-digit size NDs as their quantum dots (QDs) counterparts.
Using NV centers as probes, the first traditional SRM methods
have been demonstrated, such as stimulated emission depletion
(STED) microscopy,29 ground-state depletion (GSD) micros-
copy,31 MS state depletion32 microscopy, and stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (STORM).33 From the initial SRM
demonstrated using NV in diamond, other variants of these
methods were proposed and implemented,34 and we can, after
10 years, observe a certain degree of advances in using specific
photophysical properties of this CC in SRM. In addition, using
the NV center in diamond, nontraditional SRM methods have
been developed to achieve subdiffraction images based on
their specific photophysical properties. Defect charge conver-
sion upon different illumination energy [charge state depletion
(CSD) microscopy35] and spin fluorescence modulation based
on optical detected magnetic resonance (ODMR)12 are examples
of properties used to achieve super-resolved images of NV in
diamond. This last approach based on the electron spin readout
of NV, used as a sensor of other nearby electron and nuclear
spins, in particular, is leading toward nano magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI)36 or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy,37 showing at present few nuclear spins or single elec-
tron spin sensitivity (nano MRI or NMR). These methods are
borrowed from MRI approaches and adjusted to operate using
an atomic-scale quantum probe rather than a magnetic field coil.
They are based on the implementation of electron spin-echo,
Hanh-echo sequence,38,39 or more complex dynamical spin de-
coupling sequences.40,41 Here, the readout is based on the optical
signal of NV centers. Recent focus on the use of NV in diamond
as a magnetic sensor42 designed for biological living systems
has reached, even in DC magnetometry, the sensitivity of
100 pT∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

,43 and, by using a lock-in-based technique to read
out optically the NV spin , a sensitivity of 68 nT∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

within
the (sub)cellular scale has been achieved.44 As such, the quan-
tum properties of CCs can be used or combined with traditional
SRM that does not rely on the quantum nature of the nanoprobes
but on their nonlinear optical properties or on their nonstation-
ary fluorescence, which makes them discernible from one to
another. The combination of quantum magnetic imaging meth-
ods with super-resolution localization can lead to nanoscale
magnetic sensing and imaging with subdiffraction localization.
In this direction, using NV centers in diamond, a variant of tradi-
tional SRM, has been implemented using ODMR to address
single or ensemble spin with super-resolved localization; namely
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STED-ODMR,45 SPIN-RESOLFT,46 and SPIN-STORM47–49

have been extended to achieve spin localization using ODMR
and other spin manipulation methods used in AC magnetometry,
primarily spin-echo sequences.50 Even some dynamical spin de-
coupling sequences are used in the nano-MRI to increase the
sensitivity of dilute ensembles of nuclear spins or single electron
spin. These methods have been developed in the NV quantum
sensing approaches and led to relevant imaging capability, for
example, sensing ferritin in single cells,51 single electron spin,52

and electron flow in graphene.53 The combination of increased
sensitivity from quantum sensing with nanometric localization
and tracking is a very sought-after objective that could be
achieved using the quantum properties of CCs. Alternatively,
using the quantum optical properties of single CCs as SP sources,
quantum imaging methods based on SP higher-order correlation
have been developed to achieve subdiffraction imaging.54,55 These
quantum methods can also be used to enhance conventional

SRM, such as quantum-enhanced STORM.56,57 One of the most
promising applications of NV centers in NDs is to achieve
highly localized temperature sensing,58 which could be com-
bined with super-resolution methods. In addition to the most
notable NV in diamond, other CCs in diamond, mainly silicon-
vacancy (SiV), in SiC, and few layers of hBN have emerged as
possible tools for SRM; alternatively, these CCs can be better
studied using SRM. In Fig. 1, illustrations of examples of CCs
used for traditional and quantum-based SRM with their concep-
tual operation are shown. In Table 1, we summarize the CCs
properties in diamond, SiC, and hBN that have been tested
or recognized as relevant for SRM applications, such as emis-
sion wavelength, quantum yield or quantum efficiency, excited
state (ES) and MS or intersystem state lifetimes, known coex-
isting charge states, stimulated emission cross-section, optical
spin coherence time, SP availability, and nanomaterial associ-
ated properties when available. Compared with other solid-state

Fig. 1 CCs and traditional and quantum SRM. (a) Conceptual representation of a vacancy in a
wide bandgap semiconductor, giving origin to a three or more levels system made of a ground
state (GS) (with spin triplets, depending on the spin number), an excited state (ES), and a meta-
stable state (MS) or intersystem crossing state. (b) The NV and the SiV in diamond are used for
SRM methods. (c) 2D hBN showing the boron vacancy. (d) The CAV pairs that can be used for
SRM due to their photoswitching properties.59 (e) Traditional SRM methods schematics such as
STED, based on depletion of ES via stimulated emission, and SMLM as fully nondeterministic
methods, based on the photoswitching of the fluorophore. CSD microscopy originated from
the charge conversion of NV from the negative to neutral state, using three laser probes in a more
complex approach than STED. STED figure is reproduced from Ref. 60; with permission copyright
(2010) JohnWiley and Sons, Inc., CSD and Spin-SMLM figures are reproduced from Refs. 48 and
35, under Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs (BY-NC-ND) 4.0 International
license. A detailed description of the schematics is provided in the references. (f) Conceptual
schematics of the quantum-enhanced SRM developed based on antibunching, giving rise to
the mapping of localized single emitters from the spatial imaging of single emitters using a bundle
of fibers and array of SPADs and time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC).57
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emitters, most of the diamond CCs are in the red spectral region
(except for the H3 center) and do not need to use UVexcitation.
For SiC, there are emitters in red as in diamond and emission
toward infrared (IR), providing also reduced scattering of
the excitation laser (780 or 980 nm) for depth imaging. hBN
emitters are from green to red and require excitation mostly
at 532 nm or below; however, two-photon excitation with
a 780-nm laser can be achieved in some emitters. Details of
CCs in these materials can be found in a specific recent re-
view,11,15,26 whereas, here, the summary is done only of the cen-
ters used in SRM. Details of which properties are relevant for
the specific SRM methods are discussed in the related sections
of this paper. In this paper, we review the current diamond, SiC,
and hBN CCs status of their applications in SRM, and we look
at their possible applicability in SRM and quantum sensing as
well as in quantum super-resolution methods. We first review
traditional SRM methods applied to CCs in diamond, SiC, and
hBN and compare their relative properties. We consider the
variant of traditional SRM methods applied to these emitters
together with the spin sensing capabilities to determine state
of the art spin nanoscopy and their applications. Then, we re-
view the so-called quantum-enhanced SRM methods developed
using the quantum optics properties, such as SP emission or sub-
Poissonian statistics. We show their performances in compari-
son with conventional methods and current use of CCs in this
space.

2 Traditional Super-Resolution Microscopy
Methods and Their CCs Variant

SRM principles rely upon switching off the fluorescence of the
samples in a subdiffraction limited area using the modulation of
the photophysical properties of the fluorophores and spatial con-
trol of the excitation beam. Two major groups of far-field SRM
methods are generally identified depending on the fluorescence
tags’ physical processes used and on the image reconstruction

methods, based on the switching mechanism either determinis-
tic or stochastic. SRM deterministic methods rely on the non-
linear optical response of the fluorophore to the excitation laser,
e.g., by exciting the fluorophore from its GS to the ES and then
delving into its dark state with two or more excitation beams as
in STED,88 GSD,89 MS state depletion90 microscopy, and revers-
ible saturable optical fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT)
microscopy.91 In STED and GSD microscopies, the dark state
is a GS, whereas, in the other methods, the dark state is a
long-lived MS state or intersystem crossing state. Among deter-
ministic methods, structural illumination microscopy (SIM) is
based on excitation using the spatially structured pattern of
light-generating interference patterns, whose mathematical
deconvolution provides super-resolution images with a lateral
resolution in 100 nm.92 Stochastic methods rely on the chemical
(such as oxidation or redox or electron tunneling) complex
properties of many single nanoemitters showing photoswitching
behavior at separate times, so nanometric distant fluorophores
can be resolvable in time and then localized. The time localiza-
tion is then converted into spatial localization using specific
algorithms deconvolving each fluorophore point spread function
(PSF). These methods are known as single-molecule switching
or localization microscopy (SMLM) divided into photo-
activation localization microscopy (PALM)93 and STORM.94

An additional variation of these methods depends on the used
fluorophores and their photochemistry properties, and they
can achieve super-resolution in 2D or 3D. As a common feature,
these methods permit us to achieve spatial resolution below
100 nm, enabling the imaging of nanometric entities for the
examination of their architectural details and their interactions
with other systems, mostly biological samples and cell constitu-
ents. These methods permit the resolution of images better than
20 nm and achieve 10-nm localization accuracy. While high
resolution can be achieved with these methods, they suffer
from slow acquisition time and/or postprocessing of images,
as well as in some cases of phototoxicity or photobleaching of

Table 1 CCs in diamond, SiC, and hBN flakes with charge states, ZPL, and their optical and spin properties relevant for SRM and
quantum enhanced SRM. Specifically, the negative charge state of NV and SiV in diamond, the NVN (H3) center in diamond, the
positive CAV pair, the neutral DV in SiC, the negative boron vacancy V−

B and the complex boron vacancy and carbon–nitrogen antisite
VBC−

N. Properties such as quantum yield (η), fluorescence lifetime (τfl), intersystem crossing lifetime (τISC), stimulated emission cross
section (σ), and spin coherence time (T 2) are listed. NDs sized 25 to 100 g nm, SiC NPs of 3 to 50 nm. All of the below CCs have been
isolated as single emitters except the V−

B. Here, n.m. stands for not measured and n.a. for not available.

Color center ZPL (nm) η (%) τfl (ns) τISC (ns) σ ×10−17 (cm2) T 2 (μs)

NV−∕0 C-bulk 637 7029 11.7 150 × 10961 1.229 240062

NV−∕0 NDs 637 23 to 90 21.4 to 22.8 30063–68 — 0.44 to 1.2769

SiV−∕0 C-bulk 738 0.570 1.78 22.471 472 0.035 (T �
2)

73

SiV−∕0 NDs 738 0.3 to 9.274 0.23 to 1.375 1200 to 910074 — n.m.

NVH NDs 503 95 27,76 4077 — 2.1 n.m.

CAVþ∕016 4H-SiC-bulk 648 70 1.8 40 — n.a.

CAVþ∕0 3C-SiC-NPs17 645 — 2.1 to 5.3 300 to 800 — n.a.

DV0∕þ 4H-SiC-bulk 1100 — 14 — — 120018,19

DV0∕þ 4H-SiC-NPs78 1100 — — — — n.m.

NCV−
Si 4H-SiC-bulk

79 1230 98 2.4 to 2.8 601 to 684 — 17.2 80,81

VBC−
N hBN82,83 571 65 to 9584 3.58 167 to 83384 5.5 to 1085 n.m.

V−
B hBN86 850 — 1.2 — — 287
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fluorescent tags that make volumetric time elapse imaging of liv-
ing samples impractical. Recent reviews presenting the working
principles of these methods and the main complementary
achievements and advantages can be found in Refs. 2, 95,
and 96. Here, briefly, we repeat that deterministic methods gen-
erally require higher optical power than nondeterministic meth-
ods, having the first as a major advantage in real-time imaging
that is not possible with nondeterministic methods requiring
postprocessing and longer acquisition time. As such, nondeter-
ministic methods such as SMLM are less suitable for in vivo
imaging regardless of their better resolution.

3 Stimulated Emission Depletion
Microscopy

The STED microscopy conceptual framework was first pro-
posed more than 25 years ago.88 Details of how to build a
STED microscope today are reviewed in Ref. 97. In STED,
a fluorescent probe is first excited by light from the GS to
an ES, and then it is either de-excited by applying a STED beam
via stimulated emission or, spontaneously, via fluorescence
emission. To efficiently force a fluorophore to the GS, the stimu-
lated emission rate has to be faster than the spontaneous emis-
sion rate, i.e., the inverse of the optical lifetime, τfl, which
typically occurs within a few nanoseconds after the excitation
event. The fluorescent subdiffraction spots in STED are ob-
tained by scanning the sample with a coaligned Gaussian exci-
tation beam with a second excitation beam tuned in wavelength
to achieve stimulated emission and engineered with a doughnut-
shaped focal intensity distribution corresponding to a “zero”-
intensity point in the center. This second beam is also known
as the STED beam, and it is tuned generally in the phonon side
band of the emitter.

The expected resolution is given as

d ≈
λSTED

2 × NA × ð1þ aImax∕IsÞ
∼ 50 nm; (1)

where Imax is the maximum STED beam intensity, Is is
the stimulated emission saturation intensity of the fluorophore,
and a takes into account a nonperfect doughnut-shaped STED
beam. The stimulated emission rate is given by σ × ISTED×
λSTED∕ðhcÞ ≫ 1∕τfl, where σ is the stimulated emission cross
section. The advantage of STED microscopy is the real-time
creation of the super-resolved image with a simple acquisition
process, without the need of image postprocessing, which
may induce potential postprocessing image artifacts. However,
achieving high resolution and high speed comes at the expense
of phototoxicity. When exposing samples with high laser inten-
sities in the level of ≈GWcm−2, as with the STED beam, rad-
icals or singlet oxygen can be generated causing photobleaching
and phototoxicity in living systems with subsequent cell death.
However, living cell imaging with STED has been achieved98,99

by optimizing the sample preparation protocols and using fast
beam-scanning methods. Nevertheless, STED microscopy, even
if it can be used for fast live cells and fixed cells studies, due to
the inevitable still too high laser power required, is less suitable
for a long period of live-cell imaging, while its application in
imaging the molecular environment in biological systems is
widespread.100

STED was first applied to NV in optical grade bulk diamonds
exciting the spontaneous fluorescence emission occurring

between 650 and 750 nm with a 532-nm laser and inducing
the stimulated emission of the ES to the GS with a 775-nm laser.
The unique properties of NV in diamond for STED are

• the stimulated emission decay rate is much larger than the
spontaneous decay rate;

• NV long spontaneous emission lifetime (τfl ¼ 11.7 ns in
bulk and 23 ns in NDs63);

• high stimulated emission cross-section σ;
• phononic coupling of its GS enables quenching of the

excited NV centers more efficiently;
• NV quantum efficiency is high (0.7);
• NV possesses extreme photostability once probed with a

STED beam of Imax ¼ 3.7 GW∕cm2;
• NV broad emission allows using a quite wide spectral sep-

aration of the excitation and STED beams.

Using the STED beam with a Gaussian excitation beam, the
spontaneous emission occurred only in the region where the
STED beam intensity is zero, that is in the excitation beam
center, identifying a subdiffraction emission area, with a reso-
lution between 16 and 80 nm. The record emitter localization
was determined to be 8 nm in bulk diamond.29 Later, STED
was extended to NDs to permit the application of these nanop-
robes to biological samples imaging. NDs as small as 25 nm
have been employed where each particle contained up to seven
NV centers. 3D super-resolution has been achieved with 50-nm
resolution.32 This result has prompted STED applications of
fluorescent nanodiamonds (FNDs) and NDs with a high concen-
tration of NV centers, covalently conjugated with bovine serum
albumin or α-lactalbumin as markers in cells [Figs. 2(a)–2(c)],
achieving a resolution of ≈50 nm.101 Other green fluorescent
CCs in NDs due to high concentration of N-V-N (or H3) defects
were used for STED imaging with 70-nm resolution in the cell
environment. Here, green FNDs were used as STED biomarkers
up-taken into HeLa cells76 [Fig. 2(d)]. In conjunction with NV in
FNDs, these CCs provide a way to perform two-color STED
observations and to achieve STED correlation imaging, which
is used for dynamic nanoscale interactions for in-vivo cell
studies.103 FNDs can also be used as dual-contrast for correlative
imaging of high-resolution STED/confocal and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) experiments102 [Figs. 2(e)–2(g)].
More studies of correlative electron and fluorescence micros-
copy (CELM) of FNDs have shown that FNDs can withstand
electron beam exposure with their fluorescent properties re-
maining intact for light microscopy.104 CELM has been used for
subdiffraction imaging of antigens CD44 on the HeLa cell sur-
face by FNDs encapsulated in biotinylated lipids with localiza-
tion of 50 nm.105 STED has been recently applied to H3 centers
in bulk diamond106 using 470-nm excitation and achieving a
resolution of 50 nm. Using these centers in diamond, a departure
of the STED resolution from the inverse square-root dependence
of the stimulated emission excitation beam intensity is shown,
suggesting the presence of charge traps between the ES of the
centers and the conduction band.

STED has been applied to the SiV CC in diamond, which
exhibits a ZPL at 738 nm; this center possesses better charge
stability of the NV, with a two to four times higher stimulated
emission cross-section compared to NV,72 as shown in Table 1.
The STED beam was tuned between 765 and 800 nm. However,
the resolution obtained was only 89 nm, limited by the specifi-
cally used STED beam pulse energy, whereas it is expected to
reach 20 nm with higher energy. As the SiV has been recently
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incorporated in 10 nm NDs,107 this could provide a multicolor
STED microscope in a single nanoprobe and compete in the
use of CCs-based NDs for STED in biomedical applications.
However, the SiV properties in 10-nm NDs have not been stud-
ied in detail, even if high brightness was achieved from a single
emitter.

STED based on FNDs with red, green, and near-infrared
(NIR) emitters has shown very limited applications in biological
samples so far due to the large size of NDs, which cannot allow
imaging and localization of the 10 nm labeled cell’s anatomy
features. While the use of STED with NDs has been mostly

driven by a feasibility assessment of achieving higher resolution
compared with other currently used fluorophores, the applicabil-
ity is limited by their size.108

The spin variant of STED based on NV quantum sensing as
described in the next section may have more possibilities to
advance their applications in biological science.

Similarly, STED in bulk diamond CCs has not been applied
so far in biological samples imaging, while it is sometimes used
for the study of the nanoscale photophysical properties of the
quantum emitters or to assess their nanoscale fabrication.60

For example, the stimulated emission of NV in diamond has

Fig. 2 STED applied to FNDs and green FNDs in cells. (a) Scanning confocal image of a BSA-
conjugated NV-FND-labeled cell in the white rectangle. (b) STED image of single BSA-conjugated
FND enclosed within the green rectangle in (a). (c) Confocal and STED fluorescence intensity
profiles of the FND indicated in (b). Solid curves represent the best fits for Gaussian (confocal)
or Lorentzian (STED) functions with the FWHM. Images reproduced with permission from
Ref. 101, © 2011 John Wiley and Sons, Inc. (d) Superresolution imaging of green FNDs up-taken
into an HeLa cell, which is tagged in red with an organic dye. The main image is a confocal scan.
The green FNDs appear green, and the absence of fluorescence inside the cells reveals the po-
sitions of the nuclei. The two insets are magnified images of the highlighted area of the cell. Scale
bars are 5 μm in the main image and 500 nm in the insets. Images reproduced from Ref. 76,
© 2015 Optical Society of America (OSA). STED-TEM correlative imaging of intracellular
FNDs in TEM sections. (e) A correlation result on a single cell with TEM in gray and fluorescence
signal from FNDs in magenta. (f), (g) Zoomed sections of the correlation result for TEM and STED,
respectively. (h) The line profile values of an FND in (g), and a two-peak Lorentzian fit of the data
with peaks ≈90 nm apart. Images reproduced with permission from Ref. 102, © 2018 John Wiley
and Sons, Inc.
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been used to induce lasing in NV, laying the foundation for laser
magnetometry.109 A laser magnetometer could achieve a very
high contrast for the NV ODMR and prompt more practical ap-
plications of MRI using bulk diamond. STED has been applied
to the study of a group of quantum emitters in 2D hBN, which
presents a large variety of SP emission110,111 from the UV to the
NIR. These emitters have been recently identified as carbon re-
lated,24 specifically a carbon–nitrogen substitution with boron
vacancies. Here, STED was applied to the emitters at 2 to
2.2 eV as a spectroscopic tool for the examination of vibronic
states, confirming the assigned origin.82 In similar quantum
emitters at 580 nm, a variant of STED known as time-gated
CW-STED achieved a resolution of 50 nm limited by an objec-
tive with NA ¼ 0.8.85 The stimulated emission cross-section in
these quantum emitters in hBN appears larger than in diamond
CCs, showing some promises for biological samples imaging.

3.1 Spin Stimulated Emission Depletion Microscopy

By modifying a STED microscopy system, NV spin states could
be imaged and localized with 6 nm accuracy,45 later improved to
2.4 nm using a solid immersion lens fabricated directly in the
bulk diamond.112 These microlenses are used to locally reduce
the depletion beam power. These results established a STED
variant method for diamond NV spin nanoscopy. A STED
beam was added to a typical pulsed confocal-ODMR setup,12

constituted of a 532-nm polarization beam and a microwave
pulse tuned to theNV− GS spin transitions with an applied static
magnetic field. By adding the STED beam, it was possible to
distinguish and control theNV− ODMR signal of fiveNV− cen-
ters, whereas the diffraction-limited image was able to control
only two NVs. It has been determined that the STED beam can
preserve the NV spin state in Rabi oscillation if the STED beam
does not start to populate the MS state. Rabi oscillation113 can
be performed with subdiffraction spin localization, whereas the
effect of the STED beam induced a loss of information in the
phase of the spin state when applying the Hahn-echo sequence,
showing that quantum sensing is limited in STED high power
operation. This was attributed to the different zero-field splitting
of the ground and ESs; when a STED beam is applied and NV is
forced to the ES, even if it is then de-excited, it experiences
different coupling with external spins, as it has acquired a phase
caused by the coupling of the ES, breaking the symmetry of
the Hahn-echo sequence. Due to the high refractive index of
diamond (2.4) and Mie-scattering resonances in NDs, a limit
was believed to exist for STED to image multiple NV centers
in NDs; thus, it was shown that STED can be used to distinguish
multiple nanometric distant NV centers in 40- to 250-nm-sized
NDs with a resolution of 10 nm.114 In Figs. 3(a)–3(e), multiple
NV centers in 100 nm NDs are shown using STED, and their
image is correlated with SEM images and with their ODMR
spectra. This result also proved the possibility of attributing a

Fig. 3 Spin-STED applied to multiple isolated NV− centers in 100 nm ND. (a) Subdiffraction image
of five isolated NV centers in a single ND. (b) Vertical STED image profiles as indicated in (a).
(c) SEM image of the same ND with (d) the overlay of the STED image. (e) ODMR spectrum of the
same NV centers in the same ND showing distinct frequency pairs corresponding to the five NV
centers. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 114, © 2013 American Chemical Society (ACS).
(f) Spin-RESOLFT experimental sequence combined with AC magnetometry with the dynamical
decoupling pulse sequence for quantum sensing using NV centers in diamond. (g) Spin-
RESOLFT profiles for a single NV center and different doughnut beam duration with a power
of 700 μW. (h) Spin-RESOLFT image of the same NV as in (g) with similar resolution of ≈35 nm
but with 25 μW power and a longer duration of 50 μs. Images reproduced from Ref. 115, © 2017
OSA.
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spin transition to each NV in the ND, opening the door for stud-
ies of fundamental spin-spin interaction of NV in NDs, for ex-
ample, collective emission. While spin-STED has never been
applied for biomedical imaging due to the high energy used,
its current area of application is in NV centers fabrication with
nm precision/localization. In this space, only a few examples of
spin-STED use can be found. For scalable architecture, for ex-
ample, in quantum technology using spin qubits, quantum pho-
tonics, and quantum sensing, the fabrication of an array of NV−
centers is required. Here, there is a need for two conditions to be
simultaneously achieved, which are the accurate positioning of
the NV centers and its high probability of creation. Using few
keV ions energy, it is possible to achieve a positioning accuracy
of NV in the nanometer range, with, however, a low yield in
the few percent of conversion of nitrogen to NV centers after
annealing. STED can be used to assess implantation/detection
technology of single implanted atoms as an example60 to
determine the spatial accuracy of NV implantation and yield.
However, so far, STED for NV fabrication has not been widely
used. Nanoscale site selective magnetic sensing of 1 × 4 arrays
of NV sites with a 60 nm diameter and 100 nm spacing was
achieved using STED imaging.116

3.2 Spin-Reversible Saturable Optical Fluorescence
Transitions

RESOLFT is a variant of STED, where fluorescence depletion
occurs via an MS or intersystem crossing state. The MS state is
required to have a long lifetime. In general, RESOLFT requires
lower power than the STED beam, as such, it is easier to apply
the process that can be affected by high laser intensity, specifi-
cally in biological samples, where phototoxicity is a major
issue in live imaging.117 Spin-RESOLFT is thus another variant
of spin-STED or RESOLFT when applied to NV− centers in
diamond46 for achieving super-resolution of the spin localiza-
tion. Spin-RESOLFT is thus a deterministic superresolution
method providing targeted probing of individual NV spins with
nanometric resolution well suited for coherent nanoscale AC
magnetometry. Due to the involvement of the long-lived MS
state and the lower intensity, compared with STED, it has the
potential to achieve coherent manipulation of NV spins using
complex spin sequences with simultaneous superresolution
imaging of the NV position, without disturbing the phase of
the surrounding spins and thus achieving nano MRI with sub-
diffraction localization.

NV− undergoes the transition to the nonspin selective MS
state for spin numbers of �1, inducing fluorescence reduction.
Spin-RESOLFT has been implemented by illuminating the sam-
ple with a sequence of a Gaussian 532-nm pulsed laser to polar-
ize theNV− spins in thems ¼ 0GS, whereas a microwave pulse
excites the spin to the state ms ¼ �1, and another doughnut-
shaped green laser selectively allows us to manipulate the spin
only in the central part of the beam, achieving subdiffraction
spin manipulation of NV− centers. The technique resolution is
given as

d ≈
λ

2 × NA ×
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ ΓτD
p ; (2)

where Γ is the rate of optical excitation of the spin, and τD is
the duration of the doughnut beam that is only limited by the
spin-state relaxation time (>100 ms) and the optical transition

lifetime τfl ≈ 12 ns (this is instead of limiting STED resolution).
The advantage compared with spin-STED is the reduced power
at the sub-mW level, which is four orders of magnitude lower
than STED, while achieving the same resolution.115 Due to the
lower power used in this method, spin manipulation based
on Rabi oscillations and spin-echo measurements could be
performed with spatial selectivity locating 150 nm apart NVs
centers. This enabled the study of the spin coherence times of
closeby NVs to determine the content of magnetic impurities in
the local nanoenvironment. Spin-RESOLFT microscopy can en-
able precise nanoscale mapping of magnetic field patterns with
a shown resolution as low as ≈20 nm, using a lower power
depletion beam. In particular, mapping of the nuclear spins
exterior to the diamond was achieved and imaged with 50 nm
lateral resolution. The proton NMR line-width was not degraded
by the scanning laser beam,115 showing promise for NMR sig-
nals detection of nuclear spins with high spatial localization.
In Figs. 3(f)–3(h), a scheme of spin-RESOLFT combined with
a quantum sensing sequence (XY8-k dynamical decoupling
pulse sequence) is achieved in bulk diamond with 20 nm
resolution. A spin-RESOLFT magnetic imaging sensitivity of
250 nT∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

was achieved with a resolution of 50 nm (whereas
on the confocal mode, the sensitivity is of 60 nT∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

), as the
resolution is increased by longer duration of the doughnut laser
beam, which in turn reduces the sensitivity. As such spin-
RESOLFT based on diamond CCs may be more applicable to
biology and quantum sensing than all the techniques described
so far.

4 Ground-State Depletion Microscopy,
Metastable-State Depletion Microscopy,
and Structured Illumination Microscopy

In the GSD microscopy method, the NV GS is depleted by
shelving the emitter in the ES. A high-intensity 532 nm exci-
tation beam has a doughnut shape and is used to force the
NV in its ES, whereas NVemission occurs in all of the samples
except in the dark center. The location of closely packed NVs
is observed as nanosized dark spots in a larger bright area.
The localization below the diffraction limit corresponds to
a dark point.31 Imaging was achieved with this approach in
diamond due to low photobleaching at high-intensity beams.
Mathematical deconvolution postprocessing algorithms using
the effective calculated PSF are used to obtain the positive
image. With this method, a resolution of 8 nm with several
GW∕cm2 in a low-density NV sample of an optical grade bulk
diamond has been obtained. The direct super-resolved image
could be obtained using an excitation Gaussian beam modulated
at 1 kHz and, at 561 nm, used to excite the fluorescence of the
NVs located at the doughnut minimum that remained dark, as in
the GS. With the direct GSD methods, 14 nm resolution was
achieved, and NVs 17 nm apart were located in the sample.
A variant of GSD has been demonstrated via shelving in the
MS state,61 as it had been initially proposed.89 A long-lived
MS state is required. A red laser at 638 nm excites the NV center
and efficiently transfers it to an MS dark state, while the dark
state is emptied by blue light (479 nm) back to the ES, thereby
depleting its GS. A resolution of 16 nm was achieved with
5 mW power. It is understood that GSD via the dark state can
be sample dependent, where high nitrogen doping is necessary
to avoid conversion of the NV− from the negative to the neutral
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charge state. Compared with STED, as this method involves a
long-lived MS state, it requires a lower power, also in compari-
son to the GSD via the ES. This method has never been applied
in spin manipulation, and it has been referred to in recent
literature to be a CSD method, involving the NV charge state
conversion from a negative to a neutral state. GSD microscopy
using the MS state has been applied to NDs,118 where the charge
conversion of the NV− was not observed due to the high con-
centration of nitrogen in the NDs. Here, three beams were used:
a probe beam at 594 nm, a depletion beam at 638 nm, and a reset
beam at 488 nm. The depletion beam at 638 nm shelves the
NV− centers to the MS dark state everywhere except in the local
minimum, whereas a Gaussian beam at 594 nm probes the NV−
centers, and a 488-nm reset beam is used to repopulate the
ES. Super-resolution imaging of a single NV− center with an
FWHM of 36 nm is demonstrated, and two nearby NV− centers
were resolved with 72-nm separation, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
GSD microscopy applied to NV− in NDs requires a much lower
optical power compared with the bulk diamond previously re-
ported. However, this work further evidences the need to control
the NDs nitrogen concentration to better tailor the NV photo-
physics as an example to separate the charge conversion pos-
sibility and combine GSD in NDs with spin control. So far,
GSD has not been applied in spin manipulation.

A variant of GSD microscopy was applied to a class of quan-
tum emitters with a zero phonon line (ZPL) at 778 nm in 2D

hBN119 [Fig. 4(a)]. Here, complex photophysics of a four-level
system is assigned to the photon-correlation dynamics of the
emitters under different laser excitation wavelengths, where it
is found that 675-nm (or 708-nm) excitation induces a transition
to a dark state (possibly a different charge state) through the
long-lived MS state; while combining the 708-nm with a
532-nm excitation, the emitter is repumped in the ES, inhibiting
the otherwise faster nonradiative decay from the intermediate to
the GS. As such, by combining GSD with two excitation beams,
a resolution of 62 nm was achieved with a lower power
compared with a single beam GSD. This method could also
be associated with a charge state conversion. No CCs GSD
microscopy has been used in the cellular environment so far
due to the high energy used. Structured illumination (SIM)
has been compared to STED side-by-side using NV centers in
35-nm FNDs and bulk diamond material. It has been shown
that STED provides more structural details, whereas SIM pro-
vides a larger field of view with a higher imaging speed. SIM
has been compared also with wide-field imaging, as it is ex-
pected to have a factor of 2 resolution improvement, and, using
NV centers in FNDs, the achieved resolution was ≈304 and
≈131 nm, respectively.120 While this is not the ultimate resolu-
tion of SIM with FNDs, SIM has found many applications in
biological science, where less resolution is needed, and it is
not excluded that such large FNDs could find better applications
in SIM rather than STED.

Fig. 4 (a) Schematic of the experimental conditions used to perform GSD nanoscopy applied
to hBN flakes with one or two excitation lasers with doughnut-shaped intensity profiles.
Here, 532 nm is used as a repumping laser. The direct images and deconvoluted ones are
shown in the presence of only the 532-nm or both 532- and 708-nm lasers, together with
the resolution achieved, showing an improved resolution in the presence of the two lasers.
Images reproduced from Ref. 119, Creative Commons BY license. (b) Schematic representation
of GSDmicroscopy applied to NV− in NDs. Three lasers operating at the wavelengths of 488, 594,
and 638 nm are used. The 638-nm laser has a doughnut-shaped intensity profile and switches
off the center via the MS state, while the 488-nm laser is a reset beam used to repopulate
the ES. Confocal and super-resolved images of 2 NV− at 72-nm distance in the same ND.
A single NV was resolved with 36 nm. Images reproduced from Ref. 118, Creative Commons
BY license.
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5 Single Molecules Location Microscopy
and Spin-SMLM

SRM techniques can use statistical intensity switching due to
the fluorescence intermittency of the fluorescent nanoprobes
in the entire field of view of a wide-field microscope. Using
single emitters localization imaging reconstruction algorithms,
the precise locations of the probes surrounding sub-100 nm
features of the object to image can be achieved. SMLM is the
general term used to group all of the techniques based on this
approach. SMLM methods are implemented on a wide-field mi-
croscope using an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device
camera with sensitivity of single photons detection being pos-
sible. Sequences from 100 to 10,000 individual camera frames
are taken, and each frame is imaging only a limited number of
different subsets of individual isolated fluorescent nanoprobes
each time, which is accidentally switched on for each sub-
sequent camera frame. The image with sub-100 nm resolution
is reconstructed by determining the spatial positions of the indi-
vidual fluorescent molecules from their intensity intermittency
in these many camera frames. Deconvolution of the single emit-
ters PSF is achieved. SMLM relies upon the presence of a high
density of single emitters, which can be switched on and off
within a time frame of 10 to 100 ms. Different fluorophores pho-
tophysics are used to achieve their stochastic on-off switching,
and this differentiates various methods. PALM employs the
excitation laser wavelength-dependent fluorescence activation
of the so-called “photo-activable” fluorescent labels, which are
brought to an “on” state by the laser excitation; after activation,
these fluorophores emissions subsequently photobleach.
Specifically, PALM uses photoactivable green fluorescent pro-
teins as labels, which are genetically engineered fluorescent
proteins. Instead, STORM originally utilized stochastic fluores-
cence transitions of organic dye. These methods can achieve
higher resolution (10 to 20 nm) than STED with much lower
power and, as such, lower phototoxicity than the other determin-
istic methods; however, at the expense of longer acquisition time
of many frames, they are thus less applicable to in vivo imaging.
SMLM high spatial resolution (10 to 20 nm) is achieved at the
expense of low time resolution, usually from a few to several
seconds. It has been improved to reach 0.5 s using single exci-
tation in 2D imaging in the cell environment121 with a reduced
spatial resolution of 25 nm; whereas, time resolution of 1 to 2 s
is needed to achieve a 3D spatial resolution of 30 nm in the
lateral directions and 50 nm in the axial direction. The long ac-
quisition time can introduce drift, requiring fiducial markers and
correction to avoid image artifact. More importantly, long ac-
quisition times introduce an upper limit to the time resolution
and speed when it is needed to resolve live-cell dynamics or to
achieve real-time imaging of subcellular components. Various
deconvolution and machine learning algorithms can accelerate
PALM and STORM as an example, using deep learning
methods;122 however, these techniques are not yet commonly
applied, even if they are very promising. The localization of
the emitters in SMLM is given as

Δloc ≈
Δ
ffiffiffiffi

N
p ; (3)

where Δ is the FWHM of the PSF (resolution) of the single
emitter, and N is the photon count. The technique is only limited
by the number of photon counts associated with the single

emitters. As such, bright single emitters with fast switching
from the bright and dark state can provide very high localization
and resolution.

Several fluorescent labels have been used for SMLM as de-
scribed above: organic molecules have the smallest size, and the
excellent blinking properties are, however, generally dim and
undergo rapid photobleaching; photoactivable or photoswitch-
able fluorescent proteins suffer from poor localization precision
and low photon counts. Nanomaterials, such as QDs, carbon
dots, polymers dots, and silica NPs, have been used, showing
promising results due to their high brightness and photostability.
Nanomaterial limitations can be found in their phototoxicity or
their large size compared with organic molecules.123 Among
these nanoprobes, NDs have been also used.

SMLM has been applied to NV centers in NDs33 based on the
blinking behavior ofNV− photoluminescence due to the surface
defects and electron tunneling to near-surface defects, achieving
a resolution of 20 nm and being able to discern two NVs in
a single ND 20 nm apart. A STORM microscope enhanced by
spin manipulation was achieved in bulk diamond using the
photoionization of NV− to its NV0 for single sparse NVs,
achieving a super-resolution of 27 nm with the spin manipula-
tion and magnetic field sensitivity of 190 μT∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

.47 SMLM
based on NV in diamond and NDs can permit parallel magnetic
imaging with nanoscale resolution. However, the photophysics
ofNV− are due to the low nitrogen concentration bulk diamond,
which also has a limited number of naturally occurring NV cen-
ters, reducing the possibility of reconstructing the image of
nanometric size samples. SMLM in NDs has further been imple-
mented to achieve spin manipulation with subnanometer reso-
lution in NDs,48 permitting also the improvement of the super-
resolved images of collective blinking NV− centers to 23 nm
(otherwise of 50 nm). By labeling cells bound to iron oxide
magnetic NPs with biotinylated 70 nm FNDs, the nanoscale
magnetic field optical images with 17 nm resolution within the
cells were achieved using the spin-SMLMmethod49 and magnetic
field sensitivity of 85 nT∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

, as 1000 NVs were present in a
single FND rather than 1 NV. This is the first application of the
spin-SRM method to the cells’ environments. One limitation for
in vivo imaging with this technique is the longer acquisition
time, which could be improved using deep learning methods.124

SMLM and its spin variant using NDs have more potential for
biomedical applications if smaller NDs with bright NV centers
could be available, while, at the moment, large NDs of 35 to
70 nm have been used. An improvement of the NDs material
to achieve better applicability of these techniques is expected,
for example, with lower nitrogen content for improved quantum
sensing combined with parallel super-resolution imaging.125–127

Using quantum spin control, super-resolution localization of
NV− centers in diamond with localization better than 1.4 nm
was achieved with subnanometric resolution. Here, a scanning
confocal microscope and quantum-controlled photoswitching
were used.128 Photo-switching is realized by encoding the spin
quantum phase using a pulsed magnetic field gradient. This
method can find applications in addressing and controlling
coupled qubits spins in diamonds.

Other CCs in solid-state nanoscale materials are emerging as
probes for SMLM. SMLM has been applied to quantum emit-
ters in a monolayer of hBN.129 The mechanism is attributed to
the CCs photoswitching after exposure to a 561-nm laser due to
possible photo-induced ionization and recombination of defects,
revealed by correlated TEM imaging, such as boron vacancy
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(VB), and switching between its neutral and negative charged
states. Here, the super-resolved images of 46 nm were achieved
with the possibility of locating quantum emitters 11 nm apart.
This technique is relevant to increase the understanding of
quantum emitters in 2D materials. By combining SMLM and

spectroscopy, the spatial and spectral correlation of quantum
emitters in chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and exfoliated
flakes of 2D hBN was shown,130 where two types and one type
of defects were identified in the respective material [Fig. 5(c)].
These results align with recent findings of the origin of the

Fig. 5 (a) Spin STORM applied to NV− center in bulk diamond. STORM-ODMR measurement
sequence under a 594-nm excitation laser to induce photoionization of the center into its neutral
charge state, combined with a scanning of the microwave frequency for each widefield frame.
Sensing of two NV− centers is shown with a nanometric localization and STORM-ODMR image.
The zero-crossing (line scan) between both centers shows mutual distances of the centers
below the STORM resolution. Image reproduced from Ref. 47. (b) Nanoscale magnetic field
optical images of labeled cells bound to iron oxide magnetic NPs with biotinylated 70 nm
NDs. Upper figures showing super-resolution only based on SMLM using 561 nm and lower
figures showing magnetic field sensing and localization combining ODMR information achieved
by a microwave frequency scan. Reproduced from Ref. 49, with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry. (c) Super-resolved image of hBN flakes resolving the different types of
emitters (green and red) based on photoswitching of the VB charge states and other emitters
in the 2 to 2.2 eV spectral region. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 130, © 2019 ACS.
(d) SMLM applied to 4H-SiC NPs of 40 nm after cell incubation achieving 18 nm in the cellular
environment. The SiC NPs revealed the presence of multiemitters in the same NP with SMLM
using different excitation wavelengths at 561 and 638 nm. Image reproduced from Ref. 59,
© 2020 American Physical Society (APS).
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quantum emitters in exfoliated flakes of hBN attributed toVBCN

concerning visible emitters and the VB in the neutral or negative
charge states. The SMLM technique was also applied to inves-
tigate the optical properties of single-digit hBN NPs (3.0�
0.7 nm) produced by cryogenic exfoliation.131 hBN NPs/nano-
flakes due to their size properties can be applied for bioimaging
and sensing applications in combination with SMLM, GSD, or
RESOLFT microscopy; however, so far, no applications in bio-
logical samples imaging have been shown. SMLM in hBN has
been performed to achieve information about the origin of the
emitters, which is often not fully understood.

While hBN emitters have recently shown the possibility of
having an ODMR signal86 concerning the negative charge state
of V−

B with a coherence time of 2 μs at room temperature, its
application to spin-SMLM has not been shown yet, possibly
due to its central wavelength of 850 nm when excited at
532 nm. This emitter has not yet been isolated as a single emit-
ter. The V−

B has been determined to be the dark state of the VBH
used in a recent demonstration of SMLM132 of hBN samples in
air and acidic solutions. The presence of water increases the
conversion into the visible luminescent neutral charge state.
A recent review on the potentials of hBN in SRM and the photo-
physics of CCs involved can be found in Ref. 26.

SMLM was used to study the blinking properties of quantum
emitters in bulk SiC and NPs sized from 8 to 100 nm15 of differ-
ent SiC polytypes, showing a resolution dependent on the NPs
size and excitation wavelength.59 A resolution of 20 nm and a
minimum distance between single emitters of 40 nm were ob-
served, even with the uptake of the SiC NPs in the cellular envi-
ronment of MCF10A cells [Fig. 5(d)], showing the potential of
these nanoprobes as biomarkers. Using single digit (3 nm) SiC
NPs with the ODMR emitters signature,78 spin nanoscopy using
dual-color excitation could also be achieved as the red (CAV)
and NIR (DV) CCs are present in the same NPs. As SiC NPs can
reach the size of 1 to 1.5 nm, comparable with those of pores in
the cellular membrane,23 and their biocompatibility has been
demonstrated133; the combination of 3-nm NPs with CCs with
optical spin readout may be the solution to the large FNDs appli-
cability to spin-SRM. However, spin-SMLM has not yet been
demonstrated, as the quantum emitters are in the infrared (900
and 1100 nm), where commercial systems do not operate, as
well as the conventional detectors’ efficiency is much lower.

6 Two-Photon Microscopy
Two-photon microscopy (2PM) is used to increase the resolu-
tion along the optical axis of the microscope, which is generally
much worse compared with lateral resolution for any fluorescent
microscopy method. Its main application is deep tissue imag-
ing,134 as by exciting with two photons at a longer wavelength
(generally in the infrared) scattering and background are re-
duced. Combined with adaptive optics to correct the optical
aberration within the sample limiting resolution, it can provide
SRM in 3D.135 2PM has been applied first to diamond bulk
material136 using 1064 nm and showing it is possible to excite
NV in the same way as using SP absorption with 532 nm,
showing similar photostability with high power excitation.
Application to micron-sized diamonds with NV centers has fol-
lowed,137 with FNDs for their characterization of high brightness
due to many NV centers being created within the NDs,138 then
for drug delivery,139 and in living cells.140 2PM, however, does
not provide SRM by itself, but can be combined with SRM to
achieve better resolution in the z direction. It can be used to

image the localization of the production of NV centers with
depth in bulk diamond.141 2PM has then been implemented
in 5- to 100-nm NDs in combination with adaptive optics and
super-resolution radial fluctuations algorithms,142,143 achieving
43-nm resolution. This is a freely available plug-in module
for ImageJ, which requires a minimum of 100 frames of con-
focal images. Super-resolution radial fluctuations make use of
the fluctuations in the radial symmetry measured over a large
number of images of the same object to extract super-resolution
images, and it is a computational method.144 2P microscopy has
also been successfully applied to ≈200-nm hBN flakes using a
ps-pulsed laser at 708 nm.145 No applications of 2PM in combi-
nation with SRM using CCs in the cellular environment have
been shown.

7 Charge-State Depletion Microscopy
As previously mentioned, the NV center in diamond, like many
other CCs, occurs in two fluorescent charged states: neutrally
charged NV0 and negatively charged NV−. Their well-known
studied ZPLs are at 575 and 637 nm, respectively. The presence
of one or the other charge state is dependent on the nitrogen
doping concentration of the starting material (the presence of
substitutional nitrogen center P1) in both bulk and NDs.146 In
low nitrogen concentration of diamond with different excitation
conditions, the two charged states can transform from one to
the other, known as he photochromic effect.147,148 Only the
NV− electron spin GS can be optically initialized and detected,
whereas the NV0 charge state does not exhibit such properties
(S ¼ 1∕2). They are both very photostable once the charge state
is controlled. It is understood that high nitrogen doping can sta-
bilize the charge state of the NV−.149 On the other hand, a high
nitrogen concentration is the main source of the reduced coher-
ence time of the NV−.150 The charge state conversion process of
the NV center excited by visible light has been demonstrated to
be a two-photon process, increasing quadratically with the op-
tical field intensity.148 CSD microscopy35 relies on using a 637-
nm laser to convert the NV− into the NV0, and a 532-nm laser
coverts it back or initializes the NV−, achieving a resolution of
4.1 nm by optimizing the laser pulse sequences. The method is
not deterministic, as the conversion rate of the charge state for
NV− is around 75%, and this is a limitation of the technique.
In CSD nanoscopy, three lasers are applied in sequence: the NV
centers at the focal point of a Gaussian beam are initialized to
NV− by a 532-nm laser beam, and a doughnut-shaped 637-nm
laser beam is applied to convert the charge state to NV0, except
for the NV centers at exactly the center of the doughnut-shaped
beam. The third laser at 589 nm is nondestructively used to read
out the NV charge state, as it can efficiently pump the sponta-
neous emission of NV− centers without changing its charge
state. Only the NV centers at the 637-nm laser beam center will
be bright in the image under 589-nm excitation. The resolution
of CSD nanoscopy can be increased by increasing the power
and duration of the doughnut-shaped depletion-laser beam.
The electron spin-state dynamics of adjacent NV− centers can
also be controlled via the CSD. Using ODMR CSD and Rabi
oscillation with CSD, two 100-nm distant NV− spin states, with
the same resonant microwave frequency, were individually
controlled.35 Here, the CSD method is not influencing nearby
spins, as the method is based on charge state conversion,
and, as such, when NV is in the neutral charge state, it is not
influenced by the microwave. CSD and its spin variant have
been applied to ultrapure diamond, with 500-ppb nitrogen
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concentration, and, as such, this method also appears to be
material doping dependent. CSD microscopy has been applied
to an ensemble of NV centers in bulk diamond with 6.1-nm
resolution.151 Using an NIR laser (780 nm), the charge-state con-
version rate was improved in CSD.152 Using picosecond lasers
and a low repetition rate, a resolution of 12 nm was achieved
with 1-mW depletion power, bringing the technique among
the lowest power high-resolution methods.153 The resolution
of the technique can be increased by a longer depletion beam
pulse and higher power. Super-resolution multifunctional sens-
ing has been shown using low-power CSD nanoscopy of arrays
of high-density NV centers used as local electromagnetic field
sensors for local density of states and electrical conduction with
a resolution of ∼49 nm.154 The methods regardless of the low
power have never been applied to biological samples, mainly
because they have never been applied to NDs or FNDs as of
yet, possibly due to the high nitrogen concentration of the NDs.

8 Quantum Methods
While the previously described methods rely on nonlinear optics
effects or nonstationary emission of fluorescent markers for
overcoming the diffraction barrier, which is due to stationary
and linear classical optics, an alternative approach is based
on resorting to quantum optics. High-order quantum interfer-
ence patterns arising in quantum optics can yield spatial distri-
bution of correlations much denser than what is classically
allowed. Using nonclassical light as the source of illumination,
subshot noise measurement can be achieved in virtue of
quantum entanglement; the techniques are known as quantum
illumination,155 which permits us to achieve imaging in the
presence of noisy low illumination conditions, while they do
not provide super-resolution. Various methods to achieve high
sensitivity, image contrast, and, to a certain extent, resolution
enhancement via quantum optics have been based on illuminat-
ing an object with nonclassical light, such as squeezed light, SP
emitters, or entangled photons.156 Another proposal was based
on using samples that emit multiphotons while being illumi-
nated by classical light. By using coincidence measurements,
the diffraction limit can be defeated.157 However, no samples
can currently emit photon pairs or multiple photons. As such, an
alternative to Hell’s proposal is to use higher-order correlation
methods158 in the specific SP emitters.

8.1 Single Photon Second and Higher Correlation
Methods

Photon antibunching159 is observed in most common fluoro-
phores, such as organic dyes, QDs, and CCs, in wide-bandgap
materials even at room temperature. For these emitters, the
photons have sub-Poissonian statistics, which consist of the
suppression of emission of two photons at the same time.
Therefore, simultaneously detected pairs of photons from such
fluorophores provide information of the number of emitters; if
N emitters are measured, their zero delays (τ ¼ 0) second-order
photon correlation is gð2Þðτ ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1 − 1

N. The same quantum
emitters are widely used in traditional nonlinear and nonstation-
ary SRM, as described in previous sections, via spontaneous
emission. Because of photon antibunching, a scanning fluores-
cence microscope spatial points in the image are, in principle,
based on sub-Poissonian photon statistics, where the number of
simultaneous multiphoton detection events is much smaller than
it is for classical light for any order. Performing an N-photon

coincidence measurement is equivalent to measuring N-photon,
narrowing the effective PSF by a factor of

ffiffiffiffi

N
p

.160 The PSF is, in
this case, the probability of detecting a photon at the position x,
PðxÞ, where the probability of detecting N photons at x is nar-
rower, PðxÞN , so the FWHM reduces by

ffiffiffiffi

N
p

. The first exper-
imental demonstration was based on CdSe/CdS/ZnS colloidal
QDs photon antibunching in the image plane of a wide-field
fluorescence microscope, determining the spatial distribution
of missing two- and three-photon coincidence events and recon-
structing second- and third-order super-resolved images.54 This
method resembles super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging
(SOFI),161 as intensity correlations are detected in the image
plane of a fluorescence microscope. However, in SOFI, the flu-
orophore brightness fluctuations provide super-Poissonian pho-
ton statistics, whereas quantum SRM antibunching of photon
emission is a sub-Poissonian statistic. Super-Poissonian photon
statistics are highly dependent on the specific emission fluctua-
tions of the fluorophores, while antibunching is a universal
subshot statistic. Antibunching imaging is limited by the SP
detector technologies background noise and, by their point de-
tectors nature, responsible for a small fill factor.162 The method
has been applied to NV in electronic grade bulk diamond,55

where second- and third-order photon correlation functions,
gð2Þð0Þ, gð3Þð0Þ maps, were obtained and deconvolved to deter-
mine the PSF, PðxÞ, to reconstruct the super-resolved images
[Figs. 6(a)–6(e)]. Here, a confocal setup with single-photon ava-
lanche photodiodes (SPADs) and photon correlation electronics
was used. An FWHM of 290 nm was achieved to resolve
the location of 3 NV centers with 2 NVs at 270 nm apart
[Fig. 6(e)]. The localization and super-resolution are limited
to the third order, with a factor of

ffiffiffi

3
p ¼ 1.73 improvement.

The method appears very far from the current resolution and
localization obtained from STED or SMLM, and it is unclear
if it can be applied in a higher density of NV centers as in optical
grade diamond or NDs due to the presence of high background
and multiple CCs in the same ND, in addition to collective emis-
sion effects observed.48 Further, the time acquisition to achieve a
higher-order correlation function and the complexity to imple-
ment higher-order correlation using single SPADs could be a
limit to improving the current resolution.

8.2 Quantum Enhanced SRM

Quantum correlation methods have shown the possibility to be
improved by adopting image scanning microscopy (ISM),
which makes use of a fiber bundle in place of the confocal
pinhole and on a small array of faster SPADs, offering a twofold
enhancement in resolution compared with a traditional wide-
field or scanning confocal microscope.165 In particular, ISM
has been proposed as a method in traditional SRM that could
be implemented together with the quantum correlation of single
emitters, as shown by quantum image scanning microscopy
(Q-ISM) [Figs. 6(f)–6(h)].57,163 This is because in ISM each pixel
in a detector array acts as a small pinhole in a confocal laser-
scanning microscope,166 which can be further improved using a
recently developed array of SPADs.162 In addition, by adopting
ISM, SMLM could also be equipped with quantum correlation
functionalities. First, it has been shown how the quantum cor-
relation could be applied to SMLM implemented by a fiber
bundle camera.163 Here, the SMLM localization principle is
implemented using high quantum efficiency, low noise, scalable
architecture group of SPADs, where the fill factor is improved
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using the fiber bundle. The time traces of single QDs count rates
are acquired with the second-order photon correlation function
gð2ÞðtÞ [Fig. 6(g)] and analyzed in time bins of 0.1 s. Single-
emitter localization is achieved, postselecting only single emit-
ters based on the values of gð2Þð0Þ < 0.375 with localization of
20 nm on a single emitter, which is comparable with SMLM in
the widefield imaging mode. Tracking of single and two emit-
ters separated by 100 nm was achieved with this method. Both
localization and tracking are not currently superior to traditional
SMLM due to the small field of view. This method, however,
provides a solution to the current SMLM, requiring a sparse
number of single emitters to avoid multiemitters in the diffrac-
tion spots (which generally require many camera frames), and,
also, it relies less on the fluorophores photoswitching underly-
ing mechanism, as it can be applied also to photostable single

emitters. This method permits the rejection of multiemitters
from the quantum correlation measurements or the use of multi-
emitters fitting algorithms. The approach can be scaled up by
SPAD arrays to achieve faster antibunching maps.162 In addition,
faster blinking emitters could be used to increase the occurrence
of single-emitter events and localizations of three emitters or
more. As such, scalability of this method still relies on a photo-
switching mechanism. If compared with SMLM traditional
methods for both localization and tracking, in quantum-
enhanced SMLM, it is not clear if outstanding problems in
SMLM, such as limited speed due to acquisition of many cam-
era frames, can be surpassed, as the antibunching acquisition
can slow down this method as well. Localization precision be-
low 30 nm or better has been theoretically predicted using anti-
bunching and photoswitching (quantum-optically enhanced

Fig. 6 (a) Schematic of a confocal laser scanning microscope equipped with SPADs and a third-
order correlation electronics. (b) Diffraction-limited image from the confocal point of three NV cen-
ters in bulk diamond. (c) Map of the gð2Þ function and super-resolved images using the quantum
correlation information after using a quantum reconstruction algorithm for (d) the second-order and
(e) third-order. (b)–(e) Images are reproduced with permission from Ref. 55, © 2014 APS.
(f) Schematic of an SP fiber bundle camera with 15 SPADs. (g) Photon count time trace
(top) and quantum correlation (bottom) for two QDs. Blinking of one QD is followed by antibunch-
ing, gð2Þð0Þ ≈ 0, in red. Blue circles correspond to the case of more than one emitter blinking,
while gray circles correspond to insufficient statistics. Images (f) and (g) are reproduced from
Ref. 163, Creative Commons BY license. (h), (i) Images of microtubules in a fixed 3T3 cell
labeled with QDs imaged using ISM and Q-ISM and corresponding SR images (j), (k) for 100 ms
and 10 ms acquisition times; the scale bar is 500 nm. Images (h)–(k) are from Ref. 164,
© 2019 OSA.
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STORM) of multiple emitters, even when closely spaced (125
emitters per μm).56 Super-resolution Q-ISM has recently proved
an increase in the resolution of confocal scanning microscopy
up to twofold, and it has been applied to microtubules of fixed
3T3 cells labeled with QDs.57 Images of the microtubules with
confocal scanning microscopy, ISM, and Q-ISM are compared.57

The resolution enhancement factors compared with the wide-
field image are 1.29 and 1.74 for the ISM and Q-ISM, respec-
tively, for the image of single QD. The use of nanosecond
response time SPADs permits the improvement of the signal-
to-noise ratio. Using Fourier reweighted165 Q-ISM, further
resolution improvement of 2.34 was achieved. The acquisition
time to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio in a Q-ISM image is
generally longer than that for an ISM image, of the order of
tens of milliseconds per scan step. As such, joint reconstruc-
tion of the images of the two methods was implemented via
sparse reconstruction (SR) algorithms, and images of fluores-
cent QDs were validated via correlative electron microscope
measurements.164 In Figs. 6(h)–6(k), images from ISM and
Q-ISM and their SR of fixed 3T3 cells labeled with fluorescent
QDs with different dwell times are shown, providing a relatively
accurate reconstruction of the images with 10 ms exposure time.

Another quantum correlation-enhanced microscopy approach
to defeat the diffraction limit has been proposed theoretically.
It has been proposed to combine quantum correlation and
structured illumination (SIM) to achieve higher resolution. SIM
introduces a resolution improvement of factor 2 and quantum
correlation alone a factor of

ffiffiffi

k
p

, where k is the correlation order
or photon-number correlation. Quantum correlation combined
with SIM could lead to an improvement scaling as kþ ffiffiffi

k
p

.167

The use of photon antibunching of single emitters to obtain sub-
diffraction localization of pairs of quantum emitters of unknown
relative intensity has been proposed. Specifically, the localiza-
tion can be reconstructed by three separate Hanbury Brown
and Twiss measurements.168 This problem is impossible to solve
based on intensity measurements alone. Two single emitters
within the diffraction limit with different intensities can provide
g2ð0Þ < 0.5 in a diffraction-limited image.

9 Conclusions and Outlook
In Table 2, we summarize the main results of SRM using CCs in
diamond, SiC, and hBN with the achieved resolution and when
spin nanoscopy has been achieved with the related magnetic

Table 2 Super-resolution and their spin variant techniques based on CCs with achieved subdiffraction resolution and magnetic imaging
localization resolution and magnetic field sensitivity.

System (CC) Method (magnetic field sensitivity) (nT∕
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

)
Resolution (magnetic

imaging) (nm)

NV C-bulk STED 5.8 to 8029

NV C-bulk Spin-STED (ODMR and Rabi) >10045

NV C-bulk SIL-STED 2.4112

NV NDs STED 10 to 4032,114

NV NDs Spin-STED (ODMR) >40114

NVN C-bulk STED 50106

NV or NVN NDs in cells STED 50 to 7076,101

NV C-bulk CSD 4.135

NV C-bulk Spin-CSD >10035

NV C-bulk Spin-RESOFLT 35 to 50115

Hahn-echo and magnetic sensing (250) 20 to 150115

NV C-bulk GSD 8 to 1631,61

NV NDs GSD 36118

NV C-bulk SMLM 27 to 2947

NV C-bulk Spin-SMLM (ODMR) (190000) 50 to 10047

NV NDs Super-resolution radial fluctuations and 2PM 43142

NV NDs SMLM 20 to 2333,48

NV NDs Spin-SMLM (ODMR) (85) 17 to 2048

NV C-bulk Single photon quantum correlation 29055

SiV C-bulk STED 8972

hBN few layers flakes VBC−
N
83 STED 5085

hBN few layers flakes GSD 62119

hBN monolayer VB
83 SMLM 46129

SiC 4H CAV SMLM 5059

SiC CAV 4H-NPs in cells SMLM 1859
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imaging localization resolution and, if available, the associated
sensitivity. From Table 2, the merits of the various CCs and the
current gaps can be identified. Progress in using CCs in SRM
techniques has been achieved mainly in bulk diamond with the
best resolution and some cases with ND NV centers. The vari-
ability of resolution may be attributed mostly to the material, as
photophysical properties of ND NVs can vary due to the pres-
ence of dopants, other impurities, strain, and surface defects.
While the SiV and H3 centers in diamond are the only other
centers that have so far been used in STED, achieving a lower
resolution than NV. STED microscopy has also been applied
using hBN emitters mainly to investigate the spectroscopy of
the vibronic states of the emitters. Due to the higher stimulated
emission cross-section of the SiV and hBN CCs (see Table 1),
together with bright SiV sub-10-nm NDs, it is expected that
further studies could provide better performance than NV in
specific applications for biological samples with sub-50-nm fea-
tures. However, the SiV in NDs may not provide the opportunity
of quantum sensing as does NV. Quantum sensing using hBN
flakes has not yet been demonstrated, and optical spin read-
out studies in this material are in their infancy. Other CCs in
diamond, such as the germanium vacancy169 or nickel-related
centers34 available from CVD originated NDs, should be inves-
tigated for STED application, even if their properties for SRM
are not yet very well-known due to the difficulty of their mass
production as SP emitters and in NDs. The combination of SRM
with spin control and sensing or magnetic field mapping has
also progressed. Based on the above-outlined studies, it appears
that deterministic methods for achieving super-resolution, such
as STED, GSD, and RESOLFT, can easily enable nanoscale res-
olution ODMR, with GSD and RESOLFT having a better per-
spective due to the lower optical intensities needed. Using the
GS and the MS states, issues related to loss of phase of nearby
spins may be less prominent than in STED, as observed in
SPIN-RESOLFT.115 However, it is expected that using the MS
dark states in RESOLFT could also affect external spin states,
thus limiting the control of nearby NVs. Two NVs at 150 nm
apart were imaged. On the other hand, using a dark state as the
charge state, such as NV0, it has been shown that the nuclear
spin control is still possible.170 ODMR and Rabi oscillation com-
bined with CSD may be a better approach for spin manipulation
with a subdiffraction resolution, as nuclear spin states are pre-
served during ionization and deionization. In CSD-ODMR, only
one NV is subject to microwave control, while the other is in a
different charge state, unlike in STED where all NVs are subject
to microwave control. Using CSD-ODMR and Rabi oscillation,
two NVs separated by 100 nm were spin manipulated.35 The
SMLM’s method to switch off NV can also interfere less in
terms of nearby external spin dephasing as in CSD. ODMR-
SMLM was achieved for magnetic field imaging with subdif-
fraction resolution.47,48 Nanoscale magnetic imaging of 27 nm
was achieved using spin-SMLM,47 and the spin of two NVs
was super-resolved using spin-SMLM with 23-nm resolution.48

However, no Rabi-oscillation or spin-echo has been performed
with SMLM yet. Spin-RESOLFT has enabled up to 20-nm
resolution in mapping magnetic fields and 50-nm in mapping
external nuclear spins. Spin-RESOLFT has achieved a sensi-
tivity of 250 nT∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

by sacrificing resolution with longer
doughnut laser beam duration; while it improves resolution,
it reduces the spin contrast. In spin-SMLM,48 a higher sensitivity
(85 nT∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

) is achieved with longer dwell time compared
with simple subdiffraction imaging localization without spin

control. In this case, sensitivity increases by increasing the num-
ber of NV centers in an ND. While improving the sensitivity to
achieve nano-MRI, a dynamical decoupling sequence is
applied to shallow NVs using spin-RESOLFT.115 Other super-
resolution methods could also be explored in the future using
CCs, such as the recently developed iso-STED, where adaptive
optics is used to achieve sub-50-nm 3D resolution of structures
in tissue.171 While the bulk diamond NV has provided the high-
est localization and resolution, its resolution in NDs is limited
by the size of the NDs, and, as such, the applicability to bio-
logical samples is limited. Nevertheless, using SMLM, NV−
in NDs could be used for nanoscale imaging and sensing of a
magnetic field in a cellular environment. Other spin quantum-
controlled methods could be used in conjunction with NDs to
increase the applicability of these techniques in resolving bio-
logical samples. The need for improving the quality of NDs is
not only in reducing the size while maintaining the spin and
optical properties required, but also to better control their nitro-
gen doping. Controlling the nitrogen doping in NDs is relevant
for the application of NDs in MS state depletion, GSD,
RESOLFT, and CSD microscopy. In particular, CSD using
ND NV centers has not yet been demonstrated and could be
applied with quantum sensing and a lower optical excitation
power to biological samples. While FNDs are presently not suit-
able to super-resolve nanometric size objects due to their 25-nm
sizes, other nanomaterials such as SiC NPs and hBN flakes
could be better used in the super-resolution of nanometric fea-
tures. However, the application of SRM in SiC NPs is still lim-
ited to only one demonstration in still large particles. In hBN,
the variety of CCs of yet not fully known origin or controlled
fabrication can limit its current applicability to specific biologi-
cal samples investigations; however, SMLM and STED in hBN
have provided an understanding of the chemical properties of
the hBN defects. Both SiC and hBN have the potential to apply
spin nanoscopy methods as for the NV− in diamond. However,
the current CCs used for SMLM and STED have not yet been
studied from the point of view of spin optical read-out and
control in nanomaterials, or they have a very small ODMR
signature, which makes their use in spin nanoscopy currently
difficult. As such, more fundamental studies on these materials’
other CCs are required to determine their full potential in SRM.

Quantum optics methods based on SP emission and second
and higher-order photons correlation measurements have been
recently implemented, and only one demonstration was applied
to the NV in bulk diamond. While these methods based on
their current implementation in colloidal QDs show promise
in speeding up and extending applicability as an example of
SMLM to nonblinking emitters, so far their performances are
limited at the best to a factor of 2 resolution improvement
(≈120 nm) compared with confocal scanning microscopy and
still far from the sub-50-nm resolution of the current state-of-
the-art SMLM. Nevertheless, these methods appear promising
because of the fast occurring technological advances in SP de-
tectors’ time resolution and should be investigated more in the
space of CCs, for example, in hBN, where the concentration of
single emitters and blinking properties are favorable to quan-
tum-enhanced-SMLM. In addition, other quantum light-based
methods172 relying on quantum correlation have improved the
signal-to-noise ratio in a coherent Raman microscope revealing
molecular bonds within a cell, thus providing subdiffraction
resolution. Such a nonlinear microscope enhanced by quantum
correlation may apply to CCs in diamond or other point defects
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imaging. Finally, other CCs in diamond and SiC could be
investigated for super-resolution imaging combinations with
quantum sensing.
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